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If you ally dependence such a referred Rebel Dawn Star Wars The Han Solo Trilogy 3 Ac Crispin ebook that will come up with the money
for you worth, acquire the definitely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to entertaining books, lots
of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are after that launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections Rebel Dawn Star Wars The Han Solo Trilogy 3 Ac Crispin that we will
unconditionally offer. It is not roughly the costs. Its approximately what you dependence currently. This Rebel Dawn Star Wars The Han
Solo Trilogy 3 Ac Crispin, as one of the most full of life sellers here will completely be accompanied by the best options to review.

Star Wars A. C. Crispin 2017
Tempest: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force) Troy Denning 2008-04-29 Forty years after the Battle of Yavin a dangerous new era
in the Star Wars epic begins– the revelations are shocking, the stakes desperate, and the enemy everywhere. As civil war threatens the
unity of the Galactic Alliance, Han and Leia Solo have enraged their families and the Jedi by joining the Corellian insurgents. But the
Solos draw the line when they discover the rebels’ plot to make the Hapan Consortium an ally– which rests upon Hapan nobles murdering
their pro-Alliance queen and her daughter. Yet the Solos’ selfless determination to save the queen cannot dispel the inescapable
consequences of their actions, that will pit mother against son and brother against sister in the battles ahead. For as Jacen Solo’s dark
powers grow stronger under the Dark Jedi Lumiya, and his influence over Ben Skywalker becomes more insidious, Luke’s concern for his
nephew forces him into a life-and-death struggle against his fiercest foe, and Han and Leia Solo find themselves at the mercy of their
deadliest enemy . . . their son. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe,
and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Rebel Dawn: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo Trilogy) A. C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the explosive conclusion of the blockbuster
trilogy that chronicles the never-before-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the Star Wars(r) movie adventures, these books
chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man, smuggler, and thief. The Millennium Falcon is "the fastest hunk of
junk in the galaxy." So when Han Solo wins it in a game of sabacc, he and Chewbacca become kings of the smugglers--uncatchable,
unstoppable. But with the Empire clamping down, Han knows his luck can't last. Still, when an old girlfriend who is now the leader of an
insurgent Rebel group offers him a shot at an incredible fortune, Han can't resist. The plan seems a sure thing. The resistance will be
light and the take enormous. Han and his friends will divide it equally with the Rebels. Too bad for Han that the planet of Ylesia is far
from a pushover, that the Rebels have an agenda of their own, and that smuggler friends can often turn into enemies...quicker than
lightspeed. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Traitor Matthew Stover 2012-09-30 From the depths of catastrophe, a glimmer of hope. After the
capture of Coruscant, the mighty heart of the New Republic, a stunned galaxy fears that nothing can stop the Yuuzhan Vong. Still, that
crushing defeat produces one small miracle: Jacen Solo is alive. Yet he can scarcely imagine himself in stranger circumstances. The
young Jedi Knight is in the care of Vergere, a fascinating creature of mystery and power, her intentions hard to fathom, her cruelties
rarely concealed. But this master of inscrutable arts has much to teach the young Jedi...for she holds the key to a new way to experience
the Force, to take it to another level - dangerous, dazzling, perhaps deadly. In the wrong hands, the tremendous energies of the Froce can
be devastating. And there are others watching Jacen's progress closely, waiting patiently for the moment when he will be ready for their
own dire purposes. Now, all is in shadows. Yet whatever happens, whether Jacen's newfound mastery unleashes light or darkness, he will
never be the same Jedi again...
The Thrawn Trilogy 3-Book Bundle Timothy Zahn 2022-05-31 Experience the #1 New York Times bestselling Star Wars Legends trilogy
that introduced the menacing Grand Admiral Thrawn—now in a complete three-book set. Following the events of Return of the Jedi:
Star Wars: Episode VI, Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia find themselves once again at the center of rebellion. Five years
after the Death Star was destroyed and Darth Vader and the Emperor were defeated, the galaxy is struggling to heal the wounds of war,
Leia and Han are married and expecting twins, and Luke has become the first in a long-awaited line of new Jedi Knights. But thousands
of light-years away, the last of the Emperor’s warlords—the brilliant and deadly Grand Admiral Thrawn—has taken command of the
shattered Imperial fleet, readied it for war, and pointed it at the fragile heart of the New Republic. Meanwhile, Han and Lando
Calrissian race against time to find proof of treason inside the highest Republic Council—only to discover instead a ghostly fleet of
warships that could bring doom to their friends and victory to their enemies. Yet most dangerous of all is a new Dark Jedi, risen from the
ashes of a shrouded past, consumed by bitterness, and scheming to corrupt Luke to the dark side.
Star Trek - Classic: Sarek Ann C. Crispin 2014-02-25 Spock bricht erneut mit seinem Vater Spocks Mutter Amanda liegt im Sterben.
Doch ihr Mann Sarek, Spocks Vater, muss sie alleine lassen, denn er wird beauftragt, Verhandlungen mit den Klingonen zu führen.
Spock ist darüber so wütend, dass es erneut zu einem Bruch mit seinem Vater kommt. Auf der Erde wird Kirks Neffe Peter, Kadett der
Sternenflotte, von den Klingonen entführt. Der klingonische Botschafter Kamarag will ihn benutzen, um eine alte Rechnung mit Captain
Kirk zu begleichen. Aber er selbst ist nur eine Marionette in einem von langer Hand geplanten Komplott, das die Föderation zerschlagen
soll.
The Hutt Gambit: Star Wars Legends (The Han Solo Trilogy) A. C. Crispin 2011-06-28 Here is the second novel in the blockbuster new
trilogy that reveals the never-before-told story of the young Han Solo. Set before the Star Wars(r) movie adventures, these books

chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous con man, smuggler and thief. Solo is now a fugitive from the Imperial Navy.
But he has made a valuable friend in a former Wookiee slave named Chewbacca, who has sworn Han a life debt. Han will need all the
help he can get. For the Ylesian Hutts have dispatched the dreaded bounty hunter Boba Fett to track down the man who already
outsmarted them once. But Han and Chewie find themselves in even bigger trouble when they agree to lend their services to the crime
lords Jiliac and Jabba the Hutt. Suddenly the two smugglers are thrust into the middle of a battle between the might of the Empire and
the treachery of their outlaw allies...a battle where even victory means death! Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a
primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last
thirty years!
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Force Heretic I Remnant Sean Williams 2012-09-30 As the bloodied and weary galaxy faces battle
once more, the Jedi take on the formidable task of bringing the last of the Empire into the light-From the ashes of the New Republic,
torn apart by the Yuuzhan Vong forces, the newly formed Galactic Alliance has risen, determined to bring peace to the entire galaxy. But
first the Yuuzhan Vong must be contained once and for all. And so Luke Skywalker seeks a world long lost to legend: Zonama Sekot, a
sentient planet believed to have repelled an invasion by the Yuuzhan Vong decades before. Deciphering the enigmatic secrets of Zonama
Sekot just might turn the relentless tides of warRebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 2011
Kenobi: Star Wars Legends John Jackson Miller 2013-08-27 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The Republic has fallen. Sith Lords
rule the galaxy. Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi has lost everything . . . everything but hope. Tatooine—a harsh desert world where farmers
toil in the heat of two suns while trying to protect themselves and their loved ones from the marauding Tusken Raiders. A backwater
planet on the edge of civilized space. And an unlikely place to find a Jedi Master in hiding, or an orphaned infant boy on whose tiny
shoulders rests the future of a galaxy. Known to locals only as “Ben,” the bearded and robed offworlder is an enigmatic stranger who
keeps to himself, shares nothing of his past, and goes to great pains to remain an outsider. But as tensions escalate between the farmers
and a tribe of Sand People led by a ruthless war chief, Ben finds himself drawn into the fight, endangering the very mission that brought
him to Tatooine. Ben—Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi, hero of the Clone Wars, traitor to the Empire, and protector of the galaxy’s last
hope—can no more turn his back on evil than he can reject his Jedi training. And when blood is unjustly spilled, innocent lives
threatened, and a ruthless opponent unmasked, Ben has no choice but to call on the wisdom of the Jedi—and the formidable power of the
Force—in his never-ending fight for justice.
Fatal Alliance: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) Sean Williams 2011-06-28 BioWare and LucasArts—creators of the hugely
popular Star Wars:® Knights of the Old Republic® video game—have combined their storytelling talents and cutting-edge technology for
an innovative new massively multiplayer online role-playing game that allows players to create their own personal Star Wars adventure
3,500 years before the rise of Darth Vader. Now #1 New York Times bestselling author Sean Williams brings the world of the game to
life in his latest novel, Star Wars: The Old Republic: Fatal Alliance. Tassaa Bareesh, a matriarch in the Hutt crime cartel, is holding an
auction that’s drawing attention from across the galaxy. Representatives of both the Republic and the Sith Empire are present, along with
a Jedi Padawan sent to investigate, a disenfranchised trooper drummed out of the Republic’s elite Blackstar Squad, and a mysterious
Mandalorian with a private agenda. But the Republic’s envoy is not what he seems, the Empire’s delegate is a ruthless Sith apprentice, the
Jedi Padawan is determined to do the right thing and terrified that he can’t, the trooper hopes to redeem her reputation, and the
Mandalorian is somehow managing to keep one step ahead of everyone. None of these guests—invited or uninvited—have any intention
of participating in the auction. Instead they plan to steal the prize, which is locked inside an impregnable vault: two burned chunks of an
exploded star cruiser, one of which may hold the key to the wealth of an entire world. But the truth about the treasure is dangerous and
deadly. And in the end, Sith and Jedi, Republic and Empire, must do something they’ve never done before, something that all the agents
of good and evil could never make them do: join together to stop a powerful threat that could destroy the galaxy. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars X-Wings Series - Rogue Squadron Michael A Stackpole 2021-10-14 In this essential Star Wars Legends novel, discover the
legacy of Rogue Squadron and its fabled pilots, who became a symbol of hope throughout the galaxy. They are sleek, swift, and deadly.
They are the X-wing fighters. And as the struggle rages across the vastness of space, the fearless men and women who pilot them risk
both their lives and their machines. Their mission: to defend the Rebel Alliance against a still-powerful and battle-hardened Imperial foe
in a last-ditch effort to control the stars! Its very name strikes fear into enemy hearts. So when Rebel hero Wedge Antilles rebuilds the
legendary Rogue Squadron, he seeks out only the best-the most skilled and most daring X-wing pilots. Through arduous training and
dangerous missions, he weeds out the weak from the strong, assembling a group of hard-bitten warriors willing to fight, ready to die.
Antilles knows the grim truth: Even with the best X-wing jockeys in the galaxy, many will not survive their near-suicidal missions. But
when Rogue Squadron is ordered to assist in the assault on the heavily fortified Imperial stronghold of Blackmoon, even the bravest must
wonder if any at all will survive. . .
Patterns of Force: Star Wars Legends (Coruscant Nights, Book III) Michael Reaves 2011-06-28 After the Empire’s bloody purge of the
Jedi, one lone Knight still fights for those who cannot, unaware that he’s about to be swept into a cataclysmic battle against the Master of
Darkness himself. Throughout the galaxy, a captured Jedi is a dead Jedi, even in Coruscant’s most foul subterranean slums, where Jedi
Knight Jax Pavan champions the causes of the oppressed with the help of hard-nosed reporter Den Dhur and the wisecracking droid
I-5YQ. But Jax is also involved in another struggle–to unlock the secrets of his father’s death and his own past. While Jax believes that
I-5YQ holds some of those answers, he never imagines that the truth could be shocking enough to catapult him to the frontlines of a plot
to kill Emperor Palpatine. Worse yet, Darth Vader’s relentless search for Jax is about to end . . . in triumph. The future looming over the
valiant Jedi and his staunch pals promises to be dark and brief, because there’s no secret whatsoever about the harshest truth of all: Few
indeed are those who tangle with Darth Vader . . . and live to tell the tale. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a

primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last
thirty years!
Into the Void: Star Wars Legends (Dawn of the Jedi) Tim Lebbon 2013-05-07 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER On the planet Tython,
the ancient Je’daii order was founded. And at the feet of its wise Masters, Lanoree Brock learned the mysteries and methods of the
Force—and found her calling as one of its most powerful disciples. But as strongly as the Force flowed within Lanoree and her parents,
it remained absent in her brother, who grew to despise and shun the Je’daii, and whose training in its ancient ways ended in tragedy. Now,
from her solitary life as a Ranger keeping order across the galaxy, Lanoree has been summoned by the Je’daii Council on a matter of
utmost urgency. The leader of a fanatical cult, obsessed with traveling beyond the reaches of known space, is bent on opening a cosmic
gateway using dreaded dark matter as the key—risking a cataclysmic reaction that will consume the entire star system. But more shocking
to Lanoree than even the prospect of total galactic annihilation, is the decision of her Je’daii Masters to task her with the mission of
preventing it. Until a staggering revelation makes clear why she was chosen: The brilliant, dangerous madman she must track down and
stop at any cost is the brother whose death she has long grieved—and whose life she must now fear. NOTE: This version does not include
the Dawn of the Jedi comic insert. Includes an original Dawn of the Jedi short story by John Ostrander! Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years! Praise for Into the Void “In a story filled with adventure, intrigue, and great quotes,
there’s a lot to like in this book. Tim Lebbon dives into his very first Star Wars story with a great deal of success. He manages to spin a
tale that feels like Star Wars, but also feels different from other stories that have been told before. While there is some threat of system
wide destruction, the point is never pushed to being ridiculous. The characters feel believable and provoke interest. The attention to the
characters never takes away from the plot. There’s also a remarkable balance between world building, plot and character development,
and action. When it comes down to it, Dawn of the Jedi: Into the Void is just great storytelling.”—Roqoo Depot “A nice, compact Star
Wars tale that both acts as an introduction to the Dawn of the Jedi period and a standalone story.”—Club Jade “A solidly enjoyable read
. . . a nice addition to the Expanded Universe.”—Tosche Station “A good solid Star Wars adventure story with heart.”—Knights’ Archive
Star Wars: Maul: Lockdown Joe Schreiber 2014-01-30 From the mind of Joe Schreiber, New York Times bestselling author of Star
Wars: Death Troopers, comes the delirious follow-up to last year's Darth Plagueis. In a tale of retribution and survival set before the
events of The Phantom Menace, Darth Plagueis and Darth Sidious dispatch Sith apprentice Darth Maul on a secret mission to infiltrate
a criminal empire operating from inside Cog Hive Seven--a hidden prison teeming with the galaxy's most savage criminals. There, he
must contend against the scummiest and most villainous in gladiatorial death matches while carrying out his masters' clandestine
commands. Failure is not an option; success will ignite the revenge of the Sith against the Jedi Order.
Star Trek: Sohn der Vergangenheit Ann C. Crispin 2014-02-25 Kann Spocks Sohn ein Zeitparadoxon verhindern? Der Planet Gateway
birgt das bestgehütete Geheimnis der Föderation: den Wächter der Ewigkeit, eine geheimnisvolle Wesenheit, die den Zeittransfer in die
Vergangenheit ermöglicht. Schon einmal haben Spock und McCoy das Zeittor benutzt, um die Bewohner des Planeten Sarpeidon vor der
Explosion ihrer Sonne zu warnen. Nun macht Spock eine erschütternde Entdeckung: Damals, vor 5000 Jahren, hat er einen Sohn
hinterlassen. Spock setzt alles daran, noch einmal in die Vergangenheit zu reisen, um seinen Sohn zu retten. Doch auch die Romulaner
sind dem Geheimnis von Gateway auf die Spur gekommen. Sie metzeln das Archäologen-Team nieder, das den Wächter beschützen soll.
Und nur Spocks Sohn ist in der Lage, einen katastrophalen Eingriff in das Zeit-Kontinuum zu verhindern.
Star Wars X-Wings Series - The Krytos Trap Michael A. Stackpole 2022-09-01 The third book in the legendary series featuring the pilots
of Rogue Squadron The Rebels have taken the Imperial headquarters world of Coruscant, but their problems are far from over. A killer
virus called Krytos is spreading among the population and fomenting a counterrevolution at the heart of the New Republic. At the same
time, Rebel hero Tycho Celchu is on trial for treason, accused of murdering his comrade and fellow pilot Corran Horn. Corran, however,
is still alive, trapped in the secret, inescapable prison of Ysanne Isard, the imperial officer whose reputation for torture and cruelty have
earned her the moniker Iceheart. As he fights for his freedom, the pilot discovers an extraordinary power in himself-the power of the
Force!
Star Wars: Labyrinth of Evil James Luceno 2012-10-31 A Jedi adventure that is a direct prequel to the upcoming movie, Star Wars:
Episode III Revenge of the Sith! Based on information from George Lucas and written by bestselling Star Wars author James Luceno,
this book leads directly into the explosive opening scene of the new blockbuster movie. Now a full-fledged Jedi Knight, Anakin Skywalker
sets out on his first mission with Obi-Wan Kenobi as an equal, instead of as a Padawan apprentice. As they search desperately for clues
to the wherabouts of the evil Sith Lord, Darth Sidiuos, they find themselves caught in an intricately woven web of lies that leads them
right into the action-packed opening sequence of the upcoming blockbuster movie, Star Wars: Episode III Revenge of the Sith!
Star Wars: Dark Nest III: The Swarm War Troy Denning 2012-10-31 The third and last book in the all-new trilogy that will bridge the
events of the hugely popular New Jedi Order series, which has sold four million copies to date, and our upcoming 9-book epic Star Wars
series to be published in 2006-2008. With the Jedi Order splintered by conflicts of conscience, and a war erupting between the Killiks and
Chiss that could spread across the entire galaxy, Luke Skywalker takes charge. His bold plan will play all sides against each other and
carry those closest to him deep into hostile territory. It is also the only thing standing between the galaxy and the eternal war that his
nephew, Jacen, has foreseen in visions. For the Jedi to succeed, they must step beyond the reach of any galactic government and
undermine the war-making capabilities of all sides -- and Luke Skywalker must assume his fated role as true master of the Jedi Order.
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Dark Journey Elaine Cunningham 2012-10-31 Following intense personal loss, Jaina Solo descends to
the dark side, determined to take her revenge on the Yuuzhan Vong. In the process, she learns something new about how to fight the alien
invaders, but she must also remember that revenge is not the way of the Jedi - even which it seems the only way to fight the enemy.
Honor Among Thieves: Star Wars Legends James S.A. Corey 2014-03-04 Nebula and Hugo Award nominees Daniel Abraham and Ty
Franck—writing as James S. A. Corey—make their Star Wars debut in this brand-new epic adventure featuring Han Solo, Luke
Skywalker, and Princess Leia Organa. The action begins after the destruction of the Death Star in Star Wars: Episode IV A New Hope.

When the Empire threatens the galaxy’s new hope, will Han, Luke, and Leia become its last chance? When the mission is to extract a highlevel rebel spy from the very heart of the Empire, Leia Organa knows the best man for the job is Han Solo—something the princess and
the smuggler can finally agree on. After all, for a guy who broke into an Imperial cell block and helped destroy the Death Star, the
assignment sounds simple enough. But when Han locates the brash rebel agent, Scarlet Hark, she’s determined to stay behind enemy lines.
A pirate plans to sell a cache of stolen secrets that the Empire would destroy entire worlds to protect—including the planet where Leia is
currently meeting with rebel sympathizers. Scarlet wants to track down the thief and steal the bounty herself, and Han has no choice but
to go along if he’s to keep everyone involved from getting themselves killed. From teeming city streets to a lethal jungle to a trap-filled
alien temple, Han, Chewbacca, Leia, and their daring new comrade confront one ambush, double cross, and firestorm after another as
they try to keep crucial intel out of Imperial hands. But even with the crack support of Luke Skywalker’s x-wing squadron, the Alliance
heroes may be hopelessly outgunned in their final battle for the highest of stakes: the power to liberate the galaxy from tyranny or ensure
the Empire’s reign of darkness forever. Praise for Honor Among Thieves “If you like Han Solo . . . you won’t want to miss Honor Among
Thieves. . . . A novel that flies by quicker than the Millennium Falcon on the Kessel Run.”—Lightsaber Rattling “A fast-paced
romp.”—Big Shiny Robot “Honor Among Thieves felt very ‘vintage.’ . . . It nailed the classic Star Wars vibe in a way I haven’t
experienced in a long time.”—Making Star Wars “One of the best Star Wars novels I’ve ever read.”—Knights’ Archive “Absolutely
[captures] the magic of Star Wars and the era it’s aiming for.”—Jedi News (UK) “[The] most pleasurable ‘Classic Trilogy’ Star Wars
reading in a long time . . . With masterful pacing and witty, descriptive dialogue, [Honor Among Thieves is] fun to read from start to
finish. Adding a complexity of thought and action to a classic character like Han will satisfy those looking to indulge a deeper
side.”—TheForce.net “James S. A. Corey manages to tell a delightful tale filled with a fun plot, entertaining characters, and great
descriptions that draw you in and bring the world to life. Fans of all sorts are sure to enjoy Empire and Rebellion: Honor Among
Thieves.”—EUCantina.net
Razor's Edge: Star Wars Legends Martha Wells 2013-09-24 When rebels clash with renegades, it’s the Empire that may claim the final
victory. Times are desperate for the Rebel Alliance. Harassment by the Empire and a shortage of vital supplies are hindering completion
of a new secret base on the ice planet Hoth. So when Mid Rim merchants offer much-needed materials for sale, Princess Leia Organa
and Han Solo lead an Alliance delegation to negotiate a deal. But when treachery forces the rebel ship to flee into territory controlled by
pirates, Leia makes a shocking discovery: the fierce marauders come from Leia’s homeworld of Alderaan, recently destroyed by the
Death Star. These refugees have turned to pillaging and plundering to survive—and they are in debt to a pirate armada, which will
gladly ransom the princess to the vengeful Empire . . . if they find out her true identity. Struggling with intense feelings of guilt, loyalty,
and betrayal, Leia is determined to help her wayward kinspeople, even as Imperial forces are closing in on her own crippled ship. Trapped
between lethal cutthroats and brutal oppressors, Leia and Han, along with Luke, Chewbacca, and a battle-ready crew, must defy
death—or embrace it—to keep the rebellion alive. “[A] rollicking Star Wars adventure . . . a book that keeps you eagerly turning
pages.”—Roqoo Depot
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998-03-01 Here is the explosive conclusion of the blockbuster trilogy that tells the never-before-told story of
the young Han Solo. Set before the "Star Wars" movie adventures, these books chronicle the coming-of-age of the galaxy's most famous
con man, smuggler, and thief. "Rebel Dawn" tells the explosive story of how Han won the Millennium Falcon ("the fastest hunk of junk
in the galaxy"), and how he ended up--as everyone in the world knows--at Mos Eisley, in Chalmun's Cantina.
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998 When an old girlfriend and leader of an insurgent rebel group offers him a shot at an incredible
fortune, Han can't resist. The resistance will be light and the take enormous. Then he discovers that the planet of Ylesia is far from a
pushover, and that the rebels have an agenda of their own.
Annihilation: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) Drew Karpyshyn 2012-11-13 Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of
the last thirty years! Based on the epic videogame from BioWare and LucasArts NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The Sith Empire is
in flux. The Emperor is missing, presumed dead, and an ambitious Sith lord’s attempt to seize the throne has ended fatally. Still, Darth
Karrid, commander of the fearsome Imperial battle cruiser Ascendant Spear, continues her relentless efforts to achieve total Sith
domination of the galaxy. But Karrid’s ruthless determination is more than matched in the steely resolve of Theron Shan, whose
unfinished business with the Empire could change the course of the war for good. Though the son of a Jedi master, Theron does not
wield the Force—but like his renowned mother, the spirit of rebellion is in his blood. As a top covert agent for the Republic, he struck a
crucial blow against the Empire by exposing and destroying a Sith superweapon arsenal—which makes him the ideal operative for a
daring and dangerous mission to end Ascendant Spear’s reign of terror. Joined by hot-headed smuggler Teff’ith, with whom he has an
inexplicable bond, and wise Jedi warrior Gnost-Dural, Darth Karrid’s former master, Theron must match wits and weapons with a battletested crew of the most cold-blooded dark side disciples. But time is brutally short. And if they don’t seize their one chance to succeed,
they will surely have countless opportunities to die. Praise for Annihilation “An espionage story interwoven with personal conflicts . . .
space battles, lightsaber fights, and gripping spy missions . . . Annihilation may be Karpyshyn’s strongest novel yet.”—Roqoo Depot “Pure
Star Wars action-adventure entertainment as only Drew Karpyshyn can write it.”—The Founding Fields
Crucible: Star Wars Legends Troy Denning 2013-07-09 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Han Solo, Leia Organa Solo, and Luke
Skywalker return in an all-new Star Wars adventure, which will challenge them in ways they never expected—and forever alter their
understanding of life and the Force. When Han and Leia Solo arrive at Lando Calrissian’s Outer Rim mining operation to help him
thwart a hostile takeover, their aim is just to even up the odds and lay down the law. Then monstrous aliens arrive with a message, and
mere threats escalate into violent sabotage with mass fatalities. When the dust settles, what began as corporate warfare becomes a battle
with much higher stakes—and far deadlier consequences. Now Han, Leia, and Luke team up once again in a quest to defeat a dangerous
adversary bent on galaxy-wide domination. Only this time, the Empire is not the enemy. It is a pair of ruthless geniuses with a lethal ally
and a lifelong vendetta against Han Solo. And when the murderous duo gets the drop on Han, he finds himself outgunned in the fight of

his life. To save him, and the galaxy, Luke and Leia must brave a gauntlet of treachery, terrorism, and the untold power of an enigmatic
artifact capable of bending space, time, and even the Force itself into an apocalyptic nightmare. Praise for Crucible “[Troy] Denning
opens new pathways of adventure and recaptures the feel of the Star Wars universe and its beloved characters.”—Library Journal
“Outstanding . . . an adventure that tantalizes the imagination.”—Roqoo Depot “A fun, fast paced take on some of Star Wars’ most
iconic characters.”—The Founding Fields
The Krytos Trap: Star Wars Legends (X-Wing) Michael A. Stackpole 2011-06-28 The brave pilots of Rogue Squadron face the
impossible as the sinister Ysanne Isard wreaks havoc on a fragile Coruscant. The Rebels have taken the Imperial headquarters world of
Coruscant, but their problems are far from over. A killer virus called Krytos is spreading among the population and fomenting a
counterrevolution at the heart of the New Republic. At the same time, Rebel hero Tycho Celchu is on trial for treason, accused of
murdering his comrade and fellow pilot Corran Horn. Corran, however, is still alive, trapped in the secret, inescapable prison of Ysanne
Isard, the imperial officer whose reputation for torture and cruelty have earned her the moniker Iceheart. As he fights for his freedom,
the pilot discovers an extraordinary power in himself—the power of the Force!
Star Wars: Kenobi John Jackson Miller 2013-11-21 The greatest hero in the galaxy faces his toughest challenge yet: He must stop being
Obi-Wan -- and become Crazy Old Ben. For fans of movie-related novels like Darth Plagueis! In this original novel set between the
events of Star Wars: Episode III Revenge of the Sith and Episode IV A New Hope, Obi-Wan Kenobi comes to the aid of the residents of
Tatooine during his exile. But he struggles with his new mission when he realizes that protecting Luke Skywalker--the last hope of the
galaxy--means setting aside his compassion and his Jedi warrior training, for the future of the galaxy lies not with Obi-Wan Kenobi, but
with a mystical desert recluse known only by the name of Crazy Old Ben.
The Force Unleashed: Star Wars Legends Sean Williams 2011-06-28 “The Sith always betray one another. . . . I’m sure you’ll learn that
soon enough.” The overthrow of the Republic is complete. The Separatist forces have been smashed, the Jedi Council nearly decimated,
and the rest of the Order all but destroyed. Now absolute power rests in the iron fist of Darth Sidious–the cunning Sith lord better known
as the former Senator, now Emperor, Palpatine. But more remains to be done. Pockets of resistance in the galaxy must still be defeated
and missing Jedi accounted for . . . and dealt with. These crucial tasks fall to the Emperor’s ruthless enforcer, Darth Vader. In turn, the
Dark Lord has groomed a lethal apprentice entrusted with a top-secret mission: to comb the galaxy and dispatch the last of his masters’
enemies, thereby punctuating the dark side’s victory with the Jedi’s doom. Since childhood, Vader’s nameless agent has known only the
cold, mercenary creed of the Sith. His past is a void; his present, the carrying out of his deadly orders. But his future beckons like a
glistening black jewel with the ultimate promise: to stand beside the only father he has ever known, with the galaxy at their feet. It is a
destiny he can realize only by rising to the greatest challenge of his discipleship: destroying Emperor Palpatine. The apprentice’s journeys
will take him across the far reaches of the galaxy, from the Wookiee homeworld of Kashyyyk to the junkyard planet of Raxus Prime. On
these missions, the young Sith acolyte will forge an unlikely alliance with a ruined Jedi Master seeking redemption and wrestle with
forbidden feelings for his beautiful comrade, Juno Eclipse. And he will be tested as never before–by shattering revelations that strike at
the very heart of all he believes and stir within him long-forgotten hopes of reclaiming his name . . . and changing his destiny. Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some
of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars: Millennium Falcon James Luceno 2011-01-18 In an exciting, action-packed adventure spanning the time from The Phantom
Menace to the end of the Legacy of the Force series, Han and Leia go an adventure to search for clues to the Millennium Falcon's
past...and a possible treasure! Shortly after the events of the Legacy of the Force series, Han and Leia encounter something hidden on the
Millennium Falcon that dates back to the years before Han won the ship from Lando Calrissian in a game of Sabaac. In an effort to
unravel the mystery, they follow the clues of the Millennium Falcon's history back to its very construction, and discover an elaborate -and failed -- plot to overthrow the Emperor.
Tales from Jabba's Palace: Star Wars Legends Kevin Anderson 2011-06-28 In the dusty heat of twin-sunned Tatooine lives the
wealthiest gangster in a hundred worlds, master of a vast crime empire and keeper of a vicious, flesh-eating monster for entertainment
(and disposal of his enemies). Bloated and sinister, Jabba the Hutt might have made a good joke -- if he weren't so dangerous. A cast of
soldiers, spies, assassins, scoundrels, bounty hunters, and pleasure seekers have come to his palace, and every visitor to Jabba's grand
abode has a story. Some of them may even live to tell it. . . . Featuring original stories by: Kevin J. Anderson, M. Shayne Bell, John
Gregory Betancourt, Mark Budz and Marina Fitch, A.C. Crispin, Dan'l Danehy-Oakes, George Alec Effinger, Kenneth C. Flint, Esther
Friesner, Barbara Hambly, Daryl F. Mallett, J.D. Montgomery, Judy and Gar Reeves-Stevens, Jennifer Roberson, Kathy Tyers, Deborah
Wheeler, Dave Wolverton, William F. Wu, Timothy Zahn. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars. Kampf um die Neue Republik Peter Schweighofer 2012-02-09 Neue Abenteuer aus dem Star-Wars-Universum: Das
monumentale Weltraummärchen wird um elf Episoden mit einigen der bekanntesten und beliebtesten Helden und Schurken ergänzt. Jede
Menge Action, Fun und Spannung pur. Das einst blühende Land Aglirta kommt nicht zur Ruhe: Ein skrupelloser Kriegsherr gelangt an
die Macht, während sich die teuflischen Schlangenpriester zu einer Schlacht gegen Aglirta rüsten ...
Star Wars: The New Jedi Order - Enemy Lines II Rebel Stand Aaron Allston 2012-10-31 Not since Emperor Palpatine have the Jedi
battled such monstrous evil. Unless they succeed against staggering odds, the galaxy is doomed. Luke Skywalker's daring mission to halt
the Yuuzhan Vong's nefarious plot to overthrow the New Republic is struggling on all fronts. And time is slipping away for Han and
Leia Organa Solo, trapped on a small planet whose rulers are about to yield to Yuuzhan Vong pressure to give up the Jedi rebels. On
Coruscant, Luke and Mara Jade Skywalker have made a shocking discovery that is preventing the Yuuzhan Vong from exerting complete
control. But when the enemy tracks them down, Luke and Mara are thrust into a fierce battle for their lives. Suddenly, the chances of
escaping appear nearly impossible. And in space, another battle rages, one that holds ominous consequences for the New Republic-and
for the Jedi themselves. . . .

Star Wars Ann C Crispin 1998
Scoundrels: Star Wars Legends Timothy Zahn 2013-01-01 Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the
Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years! To
make his biggest score, Han’s ready to take even bigger risks. But even he can’t do this job solo. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Han
Solo should be basking in his moment of glory. After all, the cocky smuggler and captain of the Millennium Falcon just played a key role
in the daring raid that destroyed the Death Star and landed the first serious blow to the Empire in its war against the Rebel Alliance. But
after losing the reward his heroics earned him, Han’s got nothing to celebrate. Especially since he’s deep in debt to the ruthless crime lord
Jabba the Hutt. There’s a bounty on Han’s head—and if he can’t cough up the credits, he’ll surely pay with his hide. The only thing that
can save him is a king’s ransom. Or maybe a gangster’s fortune? That’s what a mysterious stranger is offering in exchange for Han’s lessthan-legal help with a riskier-than-usual caper. The payoff will be more than enough for Han to settle up with Jabba—and ensure he
never has to haggle with the Hutts again. All he has to do is infiltrate the ultra-fortified stronghold of a Black Sun crime syndicate
underboss and crack the galaxy’s most notoriously impregnable safe. It sounds like a job for miracle workers . . . or madmen. So Han
assembles a gallery of rogues who are a little of both—including his indispensable sidekick Chewbecca and the cunning Lando
Calrissian. If anyone can dodge, deceive, and defeat heavily armed thugs, killer droids, and Imperial agents alike—and pull off the heist
of the century—it’s Solo’s scoundrels. But will their crime really pay, or will it cost them the ultimate price? BONUS: Includes the novella
Winner Lose All. Praise for Scoundrels “Rapid-fire adventure [that] adds yet another dimension of enjoyment to a rousing galactic
romp.”—Library Journal “Highly entertaining . . . excellent Star Wars . . . There are many twists and turns [and] Zahn manages to find
ways to twist them one step further than you’d expect.”—Examiner.com “[Scoundrels] brings freshness to the franchise.”—USA Today
Rebel Dawn A. C. Crispin 1998 The third volume in an exciting trilogy that began with The Paradise Snare, this explosive story describes
how Han Solo won the Millennium Falcon, the fastest ship in the galaxy, and how he ended up at Mos Eisley in Chalmun's Cantina.
Original.
Revan: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic) Drew Karpyshyn 2011-11-15 There’s something out there: a juggernaut of evil bearing
down to crush the Republic— unless one lone Jedi, shunned and reviled, can stop it. Revan: hero, traitor, conqueror, villain, savior. A
Jedi who left Coruscant to defeat Mandalorians—and returned a disciple of the dark side, bent on destroying the Republic. The Jedi
Council gave Revan his life back, but the price of redemption was high. His memories have been erased. All that’s left are
nightmares—and deep, abiding fear. What exactly happened beyond the Outer Rim? Revan can’t quite remember, yet can’t entirely
forget. Somehow he stumbled across a terrible secret that threatens the very existence of the Republic. With no idea what it is, or how to
stop it, Revan may very well fail, for he’s never faced a more powerful and diabolic enemy. But only death can stop him from trying.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts
from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
The Last Jedi: Star Wars Legends Michael Reaves 2013-02-26 Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the
Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
KNIGHT OF RECKONING The Emperor’s ruthless Order 66 has all but exterminated the Jedi. The few remaining who still wield the
Force for good have been driven into exile or hiding. But not Jax Pavan, who’s been steadily striking blows against the Empire—as a lone
guerrilla fighter and a valued partner of Whiplash, a secret Coruscant-based resistance group. Now he’s taking on his most critical
mission: transporting a valued Whiplash leader, targeted for assassination, from Coruscant to safety on a distant world. It’s a risky move
under any circumstances, but Jax and his trusted crew aboard the Far Ranger, including the irrepressible droid I-Five, are prepared to pit
their combat skills and their vessel’s firepower against all Imperial threats—except the one Jax fears most. Reports have raced across the
galaxy that the dark lord of the Sith has fallen in a duel to the death with a Rebel freedom fighter. But Jax discovers the chilling truth
when he reaches out with the Force . . . only to touch the dark, unmistakable, and malignantly alive presence that is Darth Vader. And
Jax knows that Vader will stop at nothing until the last Jedi has fallen.
The Force Unleashed II: Star Wars Legends Sean Williams 2011-06-28 As ruthless apprentice to Darth Vader, Starkiller was mercilessly
schooled in the ways of the dark side, commanded to exterminate the last of the purged Jedi Order, and groomed for the ultimate Sith
power play: assassination of the Emperor. He served without question, killed without remorse, and lost his heart without warning to
beautiful Imperial fighter pilot Juno Eclipse, never suspecting that he was just a tool in the schemes of his masters—until it was too late
to escape their lethal betrayal. Juno mourned Starkiller as dead...but now he is back, purged of all memories and programmed to kill.
And as fate brings Juno and Starkiller closer to reuniting, with Darth Vader determined not to lose his assassin a second time, they will
both have to make a stand. The prize is freedom. The punishment for failing will be eternal enslavement to the dark side of the Force...
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts
from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Trek: Zeit für Gestern Ann C. Crispin 2014-02-25 Eine Zeitreise hat für Spock sehr persönliche Folgen ... Entgegen aller
Berechnungen wird ein Stern des Alpha-Centauri-Systems plötzlich instabil. Er bläht sich zu einem roten Riesen auf und verschlingt den
Planeten Kent und dessen terranische Siedler. Auch andere Sterne der Galaxis zeigen plötzlich Anzeichen für Instabilität. Grund ist der
Planet Gateway, auf dem die mächtige Wesenheit Der Wächter der Ewigkeit lebt. Er ermöglicht Zeitreisen und stört damit das Raum-ZeitKontinuum. Admiral James Kirk erhält den Auftrag, Kontakt mit dem Wächter aufzunehmen. Schon knapp 15 Jahre zuvor sind Kirk,
Spock und McCoy auf Gateway in die Vergangenheit gereist, um den Planeten Sarpeidon zu retten. Und für Spock hatte das sehr
persönliche Folgen.
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